
To the State of California Office of Planning and Research, 

I am writing today to request that you reject the AB987 application by the Clippers' organization 

to bui Jd their new arena (Project 201802 l 056) in Inglewood, Considering the medley of issues facing the 

city of Inglewood at the moment. environmental included, I think the last thing we should be doing is 

rushing along a project that Jacks transparency and accountability for the environmental impact it will 

surely have, The Clippers promised a number of green upgrades to our community. Where are they? We 

haven't heard of or seen any sign of the promised new bike lanes, upgraded energy efficiency of certain 

buildings, nor the zero emissions buses. 

Instead of delivering what was promised, we are being taken advantage of by a biUionaire trying 

to cut comers. 

The Clippers have not shm.vn our community enough respect here. They shouldn't profit off the 

people of Inglewood's expense. I urge you to r~ject this project 
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Dear Sir or Madam, 

I sincerely hope this reaches someone in Sacramento, for the sake of myself, my neighbors, 
and the city of Inglewood. My growing concerns about the negative impacts of the new arena for 
the Los Angeles Clippers have become reality. 

I ask you to deny their application for a new arena under AB987. While I have many concerns, 
the majority regard the environmental impact of the project (project 2018021056). This project 
adds millions of car trips onto our streets, which will spew massive amounts of pollution, 
harming our quality of life. The Clippers were supposed to make this a "green" project, yet the 
number of car trips are even MORE than are currently generated at the Staples Center. 
Additionally, we were promised a number of green upgrades to the city to offset these car trips, 
like retrofitting buildings to increase energy efficiency. The Clippers have done nothing of the 
sort and it doesn't seem to even be on their radar. Moving forward with this project would be 
injecting our community with harmful pollution. Please reject the application. 

Best, 
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Dear California OPR, 
I beg of you, reject the Clippers' app!kation under AB 987. The Clippers should not be able to 

expedite their new arena, given their attitude to how it will affect my community. 
The Clippers have said there will be a massive spike in traffic resulting from this project, over 3 

million trips to be exact. Additionally, the city of Inglewood and the organization have repeatedly said 
they are not dose to providing any sort of feasible traffic mitigations. Then why are we trying to do this 
thing quicker? It makes no sense frankly. The traffic is horrendous as it is. 

They say they w!H try to counteract this traffic by bussing people from train stations to work on 
the new stadium. More buses on the streets will increase traffic and I guarantee you most people will 
stf!I opt to drive in their cars rather than take a bus. 

The Clippers also say that the project will have more private car trips than at the Staples Center. 
How on Earth is this ok? 

Time after time I have been disappointed with the details of this project. I am greatly concerned 
for the welfare of my community .. Please reject this project application immediately. 

Sincerely, 
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To the Governor's Office, 

I am reaching out in regard to the proposed Clippers Arena in Inglewood 

(clearinghouse number 2018021056). I strongly believe this project 

application should be denied on multiple grounds, but my main concern 

is the negative environmental impact this arena will have on the city of 

Inglewood. A new arena will bring a huge amount of new construction, 

foot and car traffic and general pollutants. These are things that 

accompany any large development and in California are usually 

mitigated to a certain extent, but somehow, the Clippers are proposing 

no local greenhouse gas mitigations that would keep the residents of 

Inglewood safe and healthy. 

An arena in a residential area has a huge impact. I do not want to see my 
neighborhood harmed by this arena. Clearly, they are not concerned for 

the actual residents of Inglewood and believe they can skate by with the 

bare minimum. Please reject this application and take a stand for the 

health and wellbeing of the Inglewood community. 
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To whom it many concern, 

The traffic in Inglewood is already horrible - if the new Clippers arena is approved the residents here will have 
enonnous trouble accessing their own homes on game nights. This is unacceptable and the Clippers plan to deal with 
the incre-ase in traffic is frankly a joke. Even for someone who does not have an extensive knowledge of city 
planning or traffic mitigation techniques, it is CLEAR that the plan to deal with the 3.3 MILLLION trips that will 
result from the project is not enough to protect residents. 

The Clippers themselves admit that the new arena is far from any public transit, and I do not believe busing people 
in will do much to ease the gridlock--there will still be large buses on the road. Not to mention what this massive 
increase in traffic will do to our lungs. An added 3.3 mimon trips means 3.3 million more tailpipes in Inglewood 
polluting the air we breathe. There are children and elderly people that will feel the impact of this additional activity 
almost immediately. I ask you to PLEASE reject the Clippers application (number 201802 l 056). It's not like they 
are proposing new affordable housing developments or a hospital - it's a BASKETBALL arena. We do not want it 
or need it and it will hurt our community. 

Thank you for your time. 



He Ho. 

I am appalled by the Clippers proposed plan for a new arena in Inglewood 

and hope that you wm reject their application. The new arena wm bring over 

three mimon car trips into Inglewood. I cannot even begin to imagine what 

numbers like this wm do to the already horrible traffic we have here. 

B also don't understand why anyone thinks it's a good idea to build a GIANT 

ARENA so far from any public transit and right next to homes. 

Inglewood already suffers from far more pollution than most places. The 

Clippers appear to have no intention of providing local greenhouse gas 

mitigations to protect Inglewood residents. 

This project is detrimental to local residents of Inglewood. I ask that you 
reject this application. 

Thanks. 
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To the Office of Governor Newsom, 

lam reaching out to share my concerns regarding project 2018021056, the Clippers' new 
stadium, and more specifically their request to expedite construction in my city, Inglewood, via AB 
987, I object to this application on the grounds that the Clippers have displayed a shocking lack of 
transparency regarding the community's concerns with the project Considering that the Clippers 
expect to call Inglewood home for years to come, this is especially concerning. 

There has been zero response to the critique from the community that there will be no new 
high-quality jobs provided to Inglewood citizens, By law., this project is required to do so, and 
ensure such jobs pay a living wage, and that such jobs are permanent However, it appears that the 
organization is just moving concession stand jobs and things of that nature from the Staples Center 
to Inglewood. This is not what we were promised. l have a hard time welcoming the Clippers to 
1 nglewood if this is the kind of relationship they plan to have with their neighbors. A higher level of 
respect and communication is needed for such a project to move forward. You would be doing your 
constituents a great disservice if you approve the application. Please deny it 

Sincerely, R~ ~ 
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To whom it may concern, 

l write to you today to ask that you please reject the Clippers' project 2018021056. I 

simply cannot welcome an organization into my neighborhood that cannot deliver on their 

promises. To start, the agreement for them to build their stadium here was contingent on 

bringing a number of high-quality jobs to Inglewood citizens. It seems like instead, they are just 

giving us a chance to park cars and sell cotton candy. 

Second, the Clippers promised a number of green upgrades to our city, such as zero emissions 

buses. Again, nothing on that front. I fear that my city is being conned by a billion-dollar 

organization. You must reject the bill. 

Thank you, 



I grew up in Inglewood. I really care about the city and my neighbors. I am writing today to let 
you know that I oppose the proposed Clippers arena and ask you to reject tts AB 987 
application. 

l have many concerns about the Lack of transparency throughout the entire revlew process so 
far. Despite our efforts to learn about basic project details, the community in Inglewood is still 
completely in the dark about the plan for parking spaces, mitigations for Large amounts of 
pollution caused by the project, and how the Clippers plan to generate high-quality jobs. 

Now we have to review hundreds of additlonal pages of information in 14 days. The Clippers 
had months to submit that information. Why do we have just 14 days to review it? From what l 
can tell from a speed-read, there is still not enough information on the project and no real local 
environmental measures that will work. 

It is confounding to me that the state would give this project spedal treatment while so many 
questions remain. From what little we do know, this project would devastate the health of the 
community in Inglewood. 

I respectfully request that you deny the application. 

Thanks so much, 
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! live dose to the proposed site, and 1 am e:.::treme\y worried about how this project will impact myself and 

my neighbors. From my understanding, the Ciippers have not provided enough information, including 

very important detaHs. Our city is already congested with traffic, and it would truly be a bigger nightmare 

for ovr streets to be flooded w:th even rnore cars attending events at the arena. How rnanv parking spots 

are being provided for the arena? \\le stiii don't know. 

The Clippers say there wi!1 be about 3..3 mUion estimated new car trips that will result from this project 
,A.gain, where wW they aH park? I carf't even imagine the effect this will riave on our air quality and on our 

traffc Hew dc.se wiii the cars and their exhaust be to our hemes? How close will the parking 

con:;trucfon be to our hemes? How much dust wH! come on to our properties·? How can you approve 

the fast·tracksig if you don't know that information? 

More information, rrore caution, and mere respect to my community in the form of transparency by the 

organ~.rntion is needed for ths project to rnove forward, It should be halted, not expedited. Please reject 

the ap;:.iicaton for ,AB 987 project 2C180210S6, 

Thank you, 
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Hello, 

I am a resident oflngkwood and \vlll be greatly impacted by the proposed Clippers stadium, 
\vhich is being com.idcrcd fr1r AB 987 (pn~ject number 2018021056). I care deeply about the health 
of nur community and have grave concerns about this project~ and the process. 

From what littk we kno\v so far, the stadium 'Nill \\Teak havoc on the local environment Yet, the 
Clippers have been umvilling to provide mitigations to decrease GHG emissions in our 
community, This is despite the fact that AB 987 ··-the state bill they are seeking to qualify for
spccificaHy caHs fi.)r lrn::al GHG reductions. Clearly, the Clippers don't care about Inglewood. 
They care about fast-tracking their arena as cheaply for them as possible no matter the costs to 
Ingk:\\\KHJ families, 

Pleas(~ <lo the right thing and reject this application. 

Sincerely, 



I am a resident of In,skw()(.Xi. CA and. I am asking that you deny the Clippers applicHtion for AB 
987 Prt.~je.ct 201802105G. 

Steve Bal1mer is worth billions of dollars. He has the resources to really help our conmnrnity 
and environment if he ·wanted to. Unfortmmte!v, ii is clear he doesn1t care about us, the air we 
breathe, or the enviromnent \Ve live in. It is a r~al shame. He just wants to do as little as 
possible to squeak by. He is not adding any local reduction measures emphasized by 
la\vmakcrs involved in AB 987 like improvinz energy efficiency in existing buildings or 
expandin,.;z,: public tr~rnsit. They haven't even investigated those measures. 

1 don~t want this project to receive any special benefits. Many other people I know don't want it 
to ei1her. Please do the right thing and reject the application immediately and send a message 
thai no one is above the law. 



I am writing to express my opposition to the proposed Clippers stadium, which is being 
considered for .-\B 987 (project 2018021056). This is a grossly inappropriate process for a 
project with clear negative environmental impacts and so few public benefits. 

Projects under AB 987 are supposed to reduce greenhouse gas emissions locally. This 
project doesn't do that. It will increase greenhouse gas emissions because of all the 
additional car trips going in and out of our city, with no real mitigations to speak of. The 
people who will com.e to the stadium get to leave after the game ends. Those of us who live 
here don't. \Ve have no choice but to stick around and inhale the exhaust fumes all the cars 
have left for us in our backyard, It is not fair. It will harm our kids and our quality of life! 

Inglewood already experiences excessive pollution by being directly in the flight path to 
LA .. ··;c It is unfair to our community to force even more pollution on us, with no real benefits. 

Please reject the application. 

Sincerely, 
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